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RSPCA West Norfolk is an independent branch of the RSPCA totally funded
by our shops in King’s Lynn and Hunstanton and by all the lovely people of
West and North Norfolk. We wouldn’t be able to do what we do every day
of the year without YOU! The Rehoming Centre at Eau Brink just outside
King’s Lynn has space for 30 dogs, 20 cats, several rabbits, guinea pigs and a
couple of ferrets. We are here to support our local community when you need
us, whether your circumstances change and you can no longer look after your
pet, if there is a bereavement in the family leaving a pet without a home,
if you need financial support getting your pet neutered and sometimes we
all just need a friendly voice on the phone when we are unsure what to do.
We’re not vets but we have a lot of experience and can point you in the right
direction.
This is our first Newsletter and we just wanted to share some interesting
and useful information with you, we’d love your feedback.
So we have finally made it to Spring, it certainly has seemed like a long old Winter...
bouncing from one lockdown to another. At the Rehoming Centre we are sending you
best wishes and we hope you have come through it with a smile; as we usually do
here in Norfolk!
As you can imagine life at the Centre has had to carry
on as close to normal as possible, all our furry guests
still need feeding, walking and caring for COVID or not.
Regardless of the Pandemic, in the first three months of
2021 we have been able to rehome 28 dogs, 12 cats, 8
small animals and counting; and still working within
government COVID restrictions.
Now we are past April 12th we are able to get back to
a bit of normality at the Centre and of course at our
shops in King’s Lynn and Hunstanton. We have been
overwhelmed with donations of pet food, collars, leads,
toys and bowls, much more than we can use at the Centre, so we decided rather than let it go to waste it would
be better to create our own Pet’s Corners in our shops
and help raise some more funds to look after all the
guests at the Centre. So, if you visit our shops you will
now also find some great bargains on lots of new and
used pet stuff.

At The Centre...
Currently we have quite a few dogs at
the Centre and we are lucky enough
to have two compounds for them to
play in, however we are also for tunate
to have an incredible team of volunteer dog walkers who turn up day in,
day out NO matter what the weather!
Its these Ladies and Gents who make
all the difference to the dogs, and its
not unusual for some of these great
people to do 30,000 steps - YES 30,000!
Sadly there are a few volunteers that
have not been able to come in as they
have been shielding during the pandemic
and we really miss them!

We must not forget our cat cuddlers who do a fantastic job at helping to socialise
some less friendly little felines; they are also great for the general well being of the
cats helping preventing them from getting stressed.
We will be looking for more volunteers after the lockdown, so if you would
like to volunteer just visit our website and fill in the form on the vacancy
tab - Many thanks.
Easter is now a memory, but unlike Tescos
we’ve still got some Easter Bunnies (OK
they are a bit older) looking for homes.
If you’re now fed up with chocolate
wouldn’t you love a little Toffee!
He is sooo soft and this Toffee won’t
ruin your teeth! If you take a look at
our website you will be able to see all
the rabbits we have at any time.

Inspector’s
Corner

I always wanted to work with animals and
even in my school leaving book, my teachers wrote ‘good luck with the RSPCA. type
work’ - well here I am, living my childhood
dream! I studied Animal Management at
Easton College for 2 years, which opened
my eyes to all the different sectors that
I could work within, but RSPCA still always remained my goal!
Soon after leaving college, I got a job at
a small farm where I loved nothing more
than bottle feeding the orphaned lambs.
I was only there for 8 weeks before a job
at the RSPCA Norwich & Mid Norfolk
branch came up, which I was thrilled to
get. I worked there for 4 years as an
Animal Care Assistant and then Deputy
Manager.

I left my job at the branch to start a
new adventure as an Animal Collection
Officer. I thought it was too good to be
true when I got through my interview and felt so privileged that I was given
another chance at a new stage with the RSPCA! Almost six years on and I’m
still loving every day, working with and learning all about wildlife which was
totally new to me when I started. The pandemic has brought lots of changes to
everyone, within their home life and work. For me I have now taken a new role
as Animal Rescue officer, and cannot wait for the journey ahead!
Now we’re allowed, you will be heading to
the beach to exercise the dog. As we are
lucky enough to live near the larges t
colony of seals in the UK I would ask that
you please do not use a Frisbee Ring, so
many of these are now causing injury to
our wonderful seals. So please use a ball
or a regular Frisbee.
All Good Wishes

Paige

Vet’s
Corner

This is just the time of year when we
frequently need to deal urgently with the
beloved (but oh, so naughty!) dog that
has stolen a hot cross bun or found a
chocolate egg left by the Easter bunny,
just when you turn your back!
If you suspect that your pooch has eaten
something poisonous (e.g. grapes, raisins,
chocolate, mushrooms, onions) the old
saying goes, ‘it’s better to be safe than
sorry by asking your vet for advice as soon
as possible. We can safely give an injection
of Apomorphine - which will induce
vomiting within 10 minutes and empties
the stomach and upper small intes tine.
Although it’s best to treat your dog within
the hour after ingestion of a poison...
poisonous foods can still be vomited up
even 6 hours after eating them- however
there would be potentially more absorption
as time passes.

When presented with a case we may
offer a blood test which can determine
whether there is pre-existing or early damage to the liver or kidneys along with
showing other critical information on parameters like electrolyte balance and
haematological values. At the very best, doing an early blood test will provide
us with a baseline with which to compare, if we repeat testing at a later date.
Depending on the amount of poison and time passed since ingestion, the
presence of symptoms and blood results, we may need to provide further treatment
such as intravenous fluid therapy and oral activated charcoal solution.
When there are such delicious temptations for our canine companions, it’s easy
to see how a momentary lapse of good doggy manners can suddenly lead to a
medical crisis...but thankfully, prompt treatment of a poisoning will usually lead
to a full recovery.
Carrie Blyth MRCVS
Primary veterinarian
The Grove Hospital
(Fakenham, Dereham, Swaffham)

Happy Ending

There is nothing better than having a happy ending for an animal that didn’t
have a great start. This is Lacey, now Winnie in her new home, who came into
the centre in a very bad way. As you can see from the pictures a skin condition
had been ignored and allowed to get so bad it resulted in hair loss. She was very
sore and itchy but was still incredibly loving and grateful towards all the staff
and volunteers during her time with us. Once Winnie started having medicated
baths and lots of walks and attention, her hair grew back and now looks in tip
top condition.
When Winnie’s new owners came to see her, the hair loss did not put them off;
they just wanted to give her the home she deserved. Winnie is thriving in her
new home, lapping up all the love and attention she can get, going on nice long
walks, interacting with other dogs and saying hello to anyone and everyone she
can! She has also nearly finished having her medicated baths, she sometimes
just gets that itch behind her ears she just can’t reach!
Looks like Winnie has cer tainly landed on her paws!

Dog Theft

Police have warned dog owners to be
wary of posting pictures of their pets on
social media and leaving them unattended
outside shops, amid a rising number of
dog thefts in the UK.
Last March, due to lockdown, lots of
people thought that this would be the
best time to introduce a new dog to the
family. The demand grew incredibly high
and some people bought them online
without asking the diligent background
questions you would usually be asking
when buying in person. Like any thing
highly sor t after, when some people got
wind of how expensive these dogs are,
there was an increase in dog thefts by
people who realised how valuable a
commodity they are.
While reports of the threat of ‘dognapping’
has led to worried owners changing their
routes and times to exercise their pets - the
concern is that some owners do not realise
that leaving dogs unattended in their
gardens could also put them at risk of
being stolen by thieves. Here are our tips;

• Make sure your dog is microchipped and you keep the details up to date.
• Avoid leaving the dog unattended, outside shops for example, out of sight, or
in a vehicle on their own when thieves might take the opportunity to strike.
• Be careful what you share on social media, particularly about puppies and
your location.
• If you are buying a dog, do not inadvertently fuel the rise in thefts; ensure that
you thoroughly check the background and if the price seems too good to be true,
it probably is.
• Be vigilant, record suspicious vehicle details and report any sightings to Police and
share with any local neighbourhood/rural watch/farm watch groups – thieves
will take advantage of the isolated nature of the countryside and will often
scope out rural properties in advance.
• Criminals may also try and build a picture of your daily routine so vary that
if possible, in some instances they will leave markers outside properties; chalk
marks, pebbles or stones laid conspicuously.
• Ensure you have clear photos and note down any identifiable features of your
animal as, if you are unfortunate enough to have your dog stolen, these will be
vital in tracking the dog down and proving your ownership.

Kitten Season
Kitten season is upon us and we are
expecting to get lots of little cuties at
the centre in the nex t few weeks. Lots
of centres will also be preparing for
this along with pregnant females.
We have been lucky enough over the
years to see the birth of lots of kittens
at the centre and help to socialise them
along with their litter mates. However
we must remember that a lot of these
kittens are either an unwanted litter,
stray female’s litters or even abandoned
litters found on farms and in derelict
barns. Therefore we must all understand
the importance of neutering or spaying
our cats.
As we now head into Spring and the
number of daylight hours increase, this
is when female unspayed cats will go into heat, also known as calling.
A female cat as young as 6 months will begin calling so having your cat
spayed is extremely important.
An unspayed female will call every 4 weeks and this will last for 7 days
until she is mated. She will display most of these signs:
•
•
•
•

Excessive vocal behaviour
Increased affection
Desire to go out
Squatting and raising the behind

There are many benefits of having your cat spayed, such as a lower risk
of some types of cancer, but mainly for the guarantee of no unwanted
litters.
So don’t delay! Get your cat booked in with your local vets now. As your
local branch we have a program of neutering continually running, with
the cost of feral cats covered by us.
Please call us for more details 01553 618889

